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The only hope for change is in the
spiritual climate of our nation, and it
begins at the grassroots level.
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In response to our nation’s need and
God’s Biblical and historical pattern
for bringing awakening to America,
we are calling for extraordinary,
united prayer.
Sacred assemblies are primarily held
12:00 noon on 9/11 at county courthouses, churches, or other public
venues. To learn more about how
you can participate visit:
awakeningamerica.us

From the award-winning creators of Fireproof and Courageous comes
WAR ROOM, a compelling drama with humor and heart that explores the
power that prayer can have on marriages, parenting, careers, friendships,
and every other area of our lives.
Tony and Elizabeth Jordan have it all—great jobs, a beautiful daughter,
and their dream house. But appearances can be deceiving. Their lives take
an unexpected turn when Elizabeth meets Miss Clara and is challenged
to establish a “war room” and a battle plan of prayer for her family.
Opening nationwide in theaters August 28, WAR ROOM is a vivid reminder
that prayer is a powerful weapon.
Visit: warroomthemovie.com
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PRAYER:
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CARE:

SHARE:

Christ Awakening Indicators:
Join Jesus followers in prayer for a transformation of society
through the restoration of Christ’s influence in the arts,
media, and communications. Pray for a restoration of morality,
ethical foundations and accountability among leaders of
church and government, business and politics.
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Pray for…business owners of all types, asking for divine favor
and witness. Pray for teachers, coaches and school staff asking
God for their positive example and influence; pray for wisdom
and grace for home-school parents; pray 2 Timothy 2:22 for
students of all ages.
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Cry Out America was initially promoted as a 9/11 noon-time
prayer meeting at every county courthouse in America.
People began Crying Out in repentance and asking God for
mercy at the place of justice. Since 2007, COA has mobilized
hundreds of thousands at 9/11 prayer gatherings in all 50 states.
People join hands and hearts across major denominational
lines—all coming together under the banner of Christ.
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The historical patterns of America’s Great Awakenings indicate
that in times of a seemingly hopeless environment, God
chooses to move in response to the cries of His people. We
are CRYING OUT TO GOD seeking a deep transformation and
a Christ-awakening in America.
The goal of Christmas Across AmericaSM is to teach Christmas
parties during the Christmas season 2015 with the goal of
reaching 100,000 children with the REAL Christmas story.
Consider offering one in your church, neighborhood or any
location where children safely gather. Child Evangelism
Fellowship® will provide the training through the local CEF®
chapter. Find details at www.christmasacrossamerica.com
WAR ROOM
This stirring new film from the creators of Courageous arrives
in theaters August 28, 2015. Host an evening with neighbors
and friends. Share some popcorn and great after-movie
discussion about relationships and the power of prayer in
today’s world.
Watch the official trailer at warroomthemovie.com

FOR MORE PRAYER—CARE—SHARE IDEAS VISIT LOVE2020.COM
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